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the shape of an organism? Analysis of plant tissue mechanical properties
shows that control of the extracellular matrix is key.Andrew Fleming
Organisms are recognizable by their
form. Developmental biology has been
extraordinarily successful in identifying
the transcriptional networks and
signalling cascades controlling many
aspects of morphogenesis, yet the
question remains as to how the
molecular events within the cells of an
organism are actually transduced into
a change of form at the supracellular
level. In this issue of Current Biology,
Peaucelle et al. [1] provide evidence
that regulation of the mechanical
properties of the extracellular matrix in
plants is the means by which form is
controlled.
The growth of plant tissue (as in
animals) is a physical process.
However, plant cells, in contrast to
those in animals, do not move relative
to one another and, instead, are glued
to each other via a highly complex and
dynamic extracellular matrix — the
plant cell wall. Individual cells within
this matrix generate a hydrostatic
turgor pressure which provides the
force for growth. Turgor is balanced by
forces within the enveloping cell wall so
that when the forces are in equilibrium,
no growth occurs. Growth can occur by
either increasing the internal pressure
or by controlled loosening of the cell
wall, with the consensus opinion being
that in most situations it is alteration in
the mechanical properties of the cell
wall that underpin morphogenic events
in plants, such as organ initiation [2].
Organ formation occurs repeatedly
at the shoot apical meristem, a group of
self-renewing cells functionally
equivalent to the stem cells in animal
systems, which are located at the tip of
the plant. At regular intervals, some of
the daughter cells in the flank of the
meristem become set aside
(determined) to become leaves. The
determination of organ primordia is
marked both by changes in the
expression of particular transcription
factors and by an altered pattern ofgrowth factors [3]. How, though, do
these molecular changes lead to the
initial outgrowth — the earliest
morphogenic event of organ
formation? A number of lines of
evidence indicate the importance of
cell wall properties in organ initiation
[4–6], but a key missing piece in the
puzzle has been the demonstration that
changes in cell wall mechanical
properties do actually occur during this
process. Now, Peaucelle et al. [1], as
well as the recent work of Milani et al.
[7], provide evidence to support this
hypothesis.
The challenge in this area of research
has been that the meristem is rather
small (a dome of diameter <100 mm),
and is generally hidden away from view
by the leaves that have previously been
generated. In addition, the curved
surface of the meristem raises
analytical problems not present in the
study of flat materials (which is where
most of the techniques for the analysis
of mechanics at this scale have been
developed). Finally, the cell wall is
a highly complex and dynamic
compound material whose mechanical
properties may depend upon the fact
that, normally, it is under stress by
the hydrostatic forces of the cells
that surround it. Clearly, this is not
a trivial problem to address! The
application of techniques such as
atomic force microscopy to this
problem, used by both recent
investigations [1,7], does require
a number of assumptions during data
interpretation (the number of
unknowns is rather high), but
nevertheless, even allowing for these
caveats, the recent results provide
a novel insight into how the
extracellular matrix can mechanically
restrict or permit morphogenesis.
Peaucelle et al. [1] measured the
relative stiffness of the meristem
surface, both in areas where organ
formation was occurring and where
organ formation is known never to
occur. Moreover, by adjusting thegeometry of the tip used to probe the
tissue, they could gain information from
both the surface and the underlying
tissue. Their results indicate that the
regions on the flanks of the meristem
where organ formation occurs are less
stiff than the central region (where
organ formation never occurs). Using
a transgenic approach, they altered the
methylation status of a particular
component of the cell wall (the pectins),
which they had previously shown
modulated the ability of themeristem to
form organs [5]. When pectin
methylation was decreased, the
meristem became more pliant in
a wider area, leading to organs being
formed in a broader spatial region.
Conversely, when pectin methylation
was maintained at a relatively high
level, the meristem became stiffer in
a wider area and organ formation was
inhibited.
Thus, a picture emerges from these
recent studies in which the meristem is
mechanically defined by a central
region that is relatively stiff in which it is
more difficult for the tissue to bulge
outwards, surrounded by a periphery in
which the tissue is more pliant and
susceptible to bulging (Figure 1). These
regions are also marked at the
molecular level by various
transcriptional networks, suggesting
that the one controls the other [8].
Identifying the precise molecular
pathways and which modulators of the
cell wall are the downstream targets of
the transcriptional regulators is a clear
target for future research. Within the
pliant region of themeristem periphery,
particular regions are selected to be the
site of actual bulging (organ initiation).
There is compelling evidence that auxin
transport is key to site selection [9],
with cell wall proteins such as pectin
modifying enzymes and expansin
involved in the downstream events that
release the potential of the peripheral
region to bulge [1,4,5]. Again, defining
the precise molecular pathway and
targets involved will be important for
future research.
One surprising observation made in
the paper is that the mechanical









Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the role of
tissue mechanics in organ initiation
(A) The meristem is partitioned into a central
zone characterised by a relatively stiff extra-
cellular matrix (red), surrounded by a periph-
eral zone of relatively pliant material (beige).
Regions within the peripheral zone are
demarcated for organ initiation (green) by
an auxin-based patterning system. As a con-
sequence of cell wall loosening in this region,
morphogenesis occurs (B). If the central
region of tissue stiffness extends into the
flanks of the meristem (C), then, despite the
presence of the endogenous signals for leaf
initiation, morphogenesis does not occur
since the downstream cell wall effectors
cannot overcome the preset local tissue
mechanics (D). Similarly, if auxin signaling is
ectopically induced in the central zone (E),
the local tissue stiffness blocks morphogen-
esis (F). In contrast, ectopic signaling in the
peripheral zone (G) leads to cell wall loos-
ening and ectopic leaf initiation (H).
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R841extracellular matrix, rather than the
epidermis, are important for the system
to function, whereas other work in this
area has suggested the opposite
[10,11]. The mechanical interactions of
cell layers are liable to be complex and
trying to define linear cause and effect
may be too simplistic an approach,
with the meristem being set up as
a truly integrated system. The further
application of tools such as atomic
force microscopy will hopefully provide
more data to provide a deeper insight
into this issue. A second surprise is that
the stiffness response of the tissue to
altered pectin methylation status was
the opposite of that expected from
extant models; decreased pectin
methylation is expected to make theextracellular matrix stiffer, not more
pliant. Although we have extensive
data on the composition of the plant
cell wall, our understanding of how
these components fit together and how
they influence the mechanical
properties of thematrix is largely based
on models that still need to be
stringently tested [12].
Finally, much of developmental
biology has viewed the process of
morphogenesis as a one-way process
(gene transcription leading to form), but
there are a number of lines of evidence
indicating that feedback loops must
occur so that the transcriptional
apparatus is itself sensitive to and
modulated by the physical stresses
and strains that underpin
morphogenesis [13,14]. These ideas
are most advanced in animal
development and differentiation
[15,16], but the field is now opening up
for plant biologists working at the
interface of developmental mechanics
to explore this area and to close the
loop of genetic regulation and
morphogenesis.References
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ProfileA new tool-kit has been developed for profiling expression and function
of Rab GTPases on a genome-wide scale. Use of this tool-kit has revealed
unexpectedly that at least half of Drosophila Rabs have neuronal-specific
expression patterns and localize to synapses.Kathryn P. Harris and J. Troy Littleton
Vesicle trafficking between
compartments is essential for cellularfunction and intercellular
communication. Many distinct steps
during trafficking — including cargo
sorting, vesicle transport, targeting,
